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Your comment: Thanks for the plartform. This is not as hard as it looks, but however the lies, secrets
and love of money got people to be so greedy to a point that none of them could even notice when they
were driving the whole world down. so let us go back to where it all started.... OMB 1546-0043 The
shares rather ownership of 50% was not received by anyone that was intended for but however, the
identity of the 3rd Generation was used in order to gain power then further more took their personal
investments then turned themselves intointo nominiees, then trustees while in the whole time they
made everyone to believe that the owner of the identity being used is noit mentally well, then furhter
more no truth was told about bloodline, infact . here in South Africa the people that raised us took over
and never gave us any human rights, so in short they even ran the federal still using our identity hence
they still refuse to give out Paia Act. It do not end here, then under telecommunication, our mobile
phones get to be under the control of the operators. and then reseling us what already belong to us. In
short the shareholders end up not able to identify themselves due to the fact that they impersonating
youth. I for one have been on digging the truth and the truth is 97% of the youth know nothing about
who is federal, or who even is running faderal government. 99.99% of the Companies are ran with
other peoples identity, which in results is the reason why there is much unemployment., worse now
under central banks they money in keept in South African banks and not circulating. another worse part
of it all they do not even want to be exposed.


